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A Solved Problem:

 This issue of difficulty for setting a baseline and ‘moral hazard’ is a solved problem.

 Everyday many baselines are used in practice in energy and capacity markets around the world.

 In 2011/12, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission required all wholesale market operators
in the US to develop accurate baselines that would be sufficiently robust to permit demand
response to offer into the wholesale markets on a regular basis. In each case, the market
operator has advanced a baseline methodology that it asserted, based upon extensive study and
expert analysis, and would be adequate to the task.

Why Baselines Matter:

 A baseline is an estimate of the electricity that would have been consumed by a customer in the
absence of a demand response event

 Good baseline design is driven by adherence to three fundamental pillars:
1. Accuracy – uses available data to create an accurate estimate of what load would have been

in the absence of a DR event
2. Simplicity – simple for all stakeholders to understand, calculate and implement, including

end use customers. It should be possible to determine the baseline during DR events, so
that it can be used to monitor curtailment performance in real time.

3. Integrity – should not include attributes that encourage or allow customers to distort their
baseline through irregular consumption nor allow them to game the system.

Background:

 In 2009, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) signaled an interest to develop

standards for DR measurement and verification (M&V) development of standardized practices

for quantifying demand reductions that would greatly improve the ability of system operators to

rely on demand response programs.

 North American Energy Standards Board (NAESB) developed standards to cover the demand

response products and services and to provide support for the M&V of these products and

services.

 Both PJM and ISO-NE engaged KEMA to assist in developing methods and techniques to assess

the accuracy of customer baselines in compliance with the Commission’s order in ‘Demand

Response Compensation in Organized Wholesale Energy Markets’ Docket No. RM10-17- 000,

Order No. 745.

 The KEMA reports provide an assessment of alternative baseline methodologies and baseline

refreshment mechanisms designed to address baseline accuracy issues.

 Baselines are now extremely accurate. In the ISO-NE example below (see recommended

reading), the chosen new baseline, Mean 10 of 10 have errors that are less than 0.001 MW (or 1

KW) for C&I customers. Where there are errors, they underestimate the baseline, not

overestimate.



 Based on analysis described above, the ISO selected the “mean 10 of 10” methodology to

replace the 90/10 baseline methodology in the period before full integration, and to estimate

baselines for non-holiday weekday day types after full (demand response) integration. This

methodology was selected due to its transparency and simplicity, and was comparable or better

to the current 90/10 for accuracy.

Recommendation:

 X of Y approaches provide a balance between accuracy and simplicity

 KEMA PJM Study concluded that High X of Y and regression methods offered similar accuracy
across all segments but regression approaches were not recommended given their greater
complexity and therefore higher administrative costs than High X of Y

 High X of Y baselines should always be adjusted – while historical meter data can create a
reasonable baseline, it is recommended that incorporating load information from directly before
the event will improve the accuracy of the baseline

 PJM study concluded that a same-day adjustment has superior performance to unadjusted
baselines

Recommended Reading:
https://www.naesb.org//pdf4/dsmee_group3_100809w3.pdf
https://www.pjm.com/~/media/markets-ops/dsr/pjm-analysis-of-dr-baseline-methods-full-report.ashx
https://www.iso-ne.com/event-details?eventId=125216 see A-08 – Proposed Changes to Demand
Response Baseline Method


